
In an attempt to get the surface water out of Pond A we first 
have to know how much peat we have on top of the bone" We need 
to know this not only for the excavation but also to assist in 
putting in the sump in the southeast corner~ In the south half 
of the pond only the very highest ridges of peat are not covered 
with watern The east side is somewhat higher approximately 20 
centimeters than the west and is not as deeply surmergedu Our 
little trickle of water is still quite active. The only way we 
can get this stuff off is by digging a sump and then using a well 
point or taking it off with the backhoen We are going to try 
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Dickel and I are going to find one of the higher sections which 
aopears to be in the vicinity of well point ninea It is a small 
high ridge of peat about 4 meters in north/southn It is going to 
be very boggy but if we can dig down and not find any skeletal 
material . for a meter then that will be used as a guide to go on 
down with the backhoE= 
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The pump they are putting on the dike requires a car battery to 
Jump it off" They are putting a truck back there now to get it 
started" The screw is stuck down into the sump and it ought to 
throw a large volume of water. 

a),KI :: {:tY'e p€:ottit",g a piece of plywood to use a.s a platfot"'w 
to work from because otherwise I think we would bog up pretty 
fast .. 

Watkins Fuel came out today and will on a predictable basis come 
out every other day to top up our pump so we won't run out apain. 

Dave Dickel and I put in two shovel tests in the pond itselfu We 
brought out an e x 4 sheet of plywood, laid it out on a high area 
in the pond and then stood on it as long as we could and then dug 
down~ The too few centimeters were relatively damp but the 
moisture does not extend all that deepu 

Tne south shovel test will be described first" The south wall i~ 
roughly in line with well point sevenb The west wall of the 
shovel test is roughly in line with well point sixty-four, which 
is on the south wall~ The shovel test itself measures 90 
centimeters east/west by 125 north/south~ The entire unit went 
down to 85 centimeters without encountering anything~ 

The north half of the unit went down to 130 centimeters, 
without encountering any cultural material. 

We feel 
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very confident that the backhoe can go to that depth 
disturbing any skeletal material. There are certain 



textural differences in the peat" At this point they are 
slightly hard to identifyu The top 21 centimeters is 
undifferentiated peat with medium root activity~ Below that 
there is a thin layer with an increased amount of fiberous 
organic materialu Down to approximately 115 centimeters is again 
an undifferentiated peat with little root activity and minimal 
fiberous vegetative material. 

There is water percolating into the unit from below the 25 
centimeter mark~ It is relatively easy to dig and you can 
actually keep up with the flow of water in. It is when you stop 
and leave a unit that the water begins to fill the unit= This 
unit has been dug for at least two hours and it only has 20 
centimeters of water in it. 

We are now moving to the description of the northern shovel test" 
Again a plywood piece was laid out~ The unit's north wall is 
parallel to wellpoint sixteen. The western edge of the shovel 
test is roughly parallel to wellpoint twenty-eight~ The unit 
measures 85 centimeters east/west by 150 centimeters north/south" 
The entire unit was excavated uniformally to 70 centimeters 
below the ground surface" We had more water problems with this 
unita The southern half was excavated to 110 centimeters, again 
without finding any cultural or sterile material~ 

The peat in this unit which is only about five meters away 
aoproximately 20 centimeters of undifferentiated Deat with 
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to moderate root activityu Below that to the very bottom of the 
unit there is much more fiberous vegetative material# There is 
also a higher portion of water logged wood in this northern 
shovel testa The wood has a reddish appearance, oartly it could 
be midden or peat staining, or it may be a wood that is 
relatively red by nature" It looks like cedar, although whether 
or not it is~ is not clear at this point. Some suggest it may be 
cypr-'ess" 

Some of the peat coming from this unit is probably close to 
thirty percent fiberous vegetative materialu A quick inspection 
suggest that the fiberous material is largely packed sawgrassu 
Many of the peat deposits in south Florida have a large component 
of sawgrassn In the peat, though, you can also see matted willow 
leaves as wellQ Some layers are relatively thick with really 
little peat material~ There are also small twigs scattered in 
it" I see an occasional insect or beetle carapace= When you 
carefully break apart some of the peat it actually breaks on the 
leaf lines= There is that much leaf matter in itu 

In some sections there are twenty to thirty leaf layers compacted 
together with virtually no peat deposition between themu It 
apoears the deeper you go the more fiberous the material becomes~ 

It is our suspicion that it is below this layer that we will see 
the skeletal material= No peat with the shell strata has been 
observed in either of these tests in the pondu We feel very safe 
that we can remove at least four and a half feet of peat without 
encountering skeletal material# 
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The dike across the slough was completed and Tanner's lift pump 
was installed" The sumo is about B feet deep with a 20 to 30 
foot channel leadino to the sumo. ....... . 

The pond be~an to fill the sumo and the channel very rapidly. We 
pumped it dry and enlarged the channel" By the end of the day we 
had dugged a channel all the way to the discharge pump" We may 
clear some of it out with Steve's assistance~ The water level in 
the discharge pond drooped approximately 40 centimeters and the 
trickle in the south wall is all but stoppedu 

Billy Barton is seeing about obtaining a 12 volt battery so we 
can restart the lift pump every morning and possibly run it no 
more than three hours a day~ It discharges an incredible amount 
of water and should offer the solution to getting rid of the 
water. The pond behind the discharge area was virtually dry by 
the time we left.. Capacity for the lift pump is 2, 200 gallons a 
m i Y"lut ea 
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Steve VanderJagt has arrived with his backhoe~ We are waiting to 
have the plate welded across the backhoe bucket= This afternoon 
I will go and pick up a rental car and by three I will be on the 
road to Ormond Beach= In Ormond Beach I will be giving a talk on 
the site and then I will return to Tallahassee on Thursdaya 

I gave the crew a pep talk and stressed the importance of taking 
more careful notes~ filling in level forms as perfectly as 
pOSSible, and reminded them that when we get the first burial in 
situ we are going to take half a day and everybody will watch how 
one should be dugu 

There was a small area about 10 m in diameter that was partially 
filled with materials from the original dig, essentially it is a 
little small muck holea The welder hasn't come out here to weld 
the plate on the backhoe bucket and so we had Steve go on and dig 
that little muck hole out. He spread the dirt around and the 
crew is going through it nowa We have found some skeletal 
matetU 'ial1j irlcludin~! at least a pat-'ietal, sever-'al }""'ibs ariD sevei""'al 
vertebraeu Again, it was badly disturbed and we are Just 
salvaging while we are waiting for the other equipment to get 
here~ We can't leave the excavated hole, which is at least 6 
meters deep, open because the very most northern dike was 
beginning to slump in and it would be very difficult to get out 
of the hole if anyone fell in. We are back filling it with some 
of the loose soils from the area, some of which is peat we have 
already looked through~ 

Mrn Tanner is shoveling the dirt in now and Steve VanderJagt is 
coming in to spread some additional soil on the dike. 

Lynn Hansel talked with the County Commission and either the 
County Commission or someone the County Commission knows has 
agreed to donate 800 feet of fencingu They wanted first to have 
all the details about how they would receive a tax write off~ I 
have been unable to contact Lynn to get additional information 
about who was going to be donating the materialsq Paula Fortunas 
at the FSU Foundation said that the donation could be made by a 
simple letter and the amount that could be donated would 
primarily be the cost of the materials themselvesu Additional 
information is needed to find out how best to handle any labor 
costs which we are also going to have donatedq 

Greg Jones~ an interested volunteer with the Brevard County 
Public Utilities talked to Larry (unknown last name) who is also 
with the Public Utilities Commission, and Larry will come and 
inspect the temporary utility pole which Powers Electric is going 
to donate and install today= Larry will come by tomorrow and do 
the inspection and then we should be able to get hooked up 
effectively for electricity out herec 

The lift pump on the slough dike is runnino full throttle and is 
beginning to pull the east pond down again~ 
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We have several volunteers out here today who will be helping go 
throuoh the muck from the existino hole as well as the four and a 
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half feet or more we are taking out of the major excavation areau 
Steve also enlarged, slightly, the backhoe slough sump so the 
lift pump could run longer without running drYn If it runs dry 
it; vd 11 f ' un out" 


